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A curve map is a planar map obtained by dividing the Euclidean plane into a finite number of 
regions by a finite set of two-way infinite Jordan curves (every one dividing the plane in two 
regions) such that no two curves intersect in more than one point. A line map is a curve map 
obtained by Jordan curves being all straight lines. A graph is called a curve map graph respec- 
tively a line map graph if it is the dual of a curve map respectively of a line map. 
In this paper we give a characterization of the curve map graphs and we describe a polynomial 
time algorithm for their recognition. 
1. Introduction 
Many problems concerning planar maps have been attacked and solved by con- 
sidering the dual graph of the map. See for example [5]. In the present paper we use 
a similar approach for studying two families of planar maps. One is the family of 
planar maps formed by dividing the Euclidean plane into a finite number of regions 
by a finite set of straight lines. The other is the family of planar maps obtained 
similarly by a finite set of two-way infinite Jordan curves satisfying certain condi- 
tions. Results on such maps seem to have applications in the study of piecewise 
linear equations and functions [ 1,4,6]. 
Let us introduce the definitions of some needed concepts. 
A curve map is a planar map obtained by dividing the Euclidean plane into a 
finite number of regions by a finite set of two-way infinite Jordan curves fulfilling 
the following conditions: 
(i) Any two curves have at most one point in common. 
(ii) Any two curves intersecting in some point cross over at the point. 
(iii) Every curve divides the plane into exactly two regions. 
A line map is a curve map obtained by Jordan curves being all straight lines. 
A graph is called a curve map graph respectively line map graph if it is the dual of 
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a curve map respectively of a line map. Clearly a curve map graph is always 
connected. 
For example see Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. l(a) a curve map is exhibited; it is defined 
by the set of curves {st, s2, s3, s4} and has the curve map graph of Fig. l(b). Similarly 
the graph of Fig. 2(b) is the line map graph of the line map shown in Fig. 2(a). 
In this paper we give a characterization of curve map graphs proving that a graph 
is a curve map graph if and only if it can be transformed by a sequence of reductions 
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Also, we describe a polynomial time algorithm for recognizing whether a given 
graph is a curve map graph or not. Mention here that a linear time algorithm for 
recognizing planar graphs is given in [3]. 
2. Definitions and notation 
Graphs in this paper are undirected, connected, finite, with no multiple edges and 
no loops. If U is a subset of the vertex set V of a graph G, then G(U) will denote the 
inducedsubgraph of G with vertex set U. Hence G = G(V). An edge of G connecting 
the vertices u and u will be denoted u-u. 
If the graph G is a curve map graph of a curve map S, then S is called a represen- 
tation of G. If u is a vertex of G then the region in S corresponding by duality to u is 
denoted by D. 
A region R in S is said to be adjacent to the curve s if the boundary of R has a 
point in common with s. R is also said to be adjacent to the point p if p is on the 
boundary of R and is a point of intersection of curves adjacent to R. 
6 will denote the set of regions adjacent to the curve s and V, will mean the set of 
corresponding vertices in G. 
A cycle string is an induced subgraph of G whose vertices can be divided into two 
disjoint subsets A, B of equal size such that the vertices of A, respectively B, form 
simple paths (not cycles) 
A = Ui-Z+ *** -Uk, B = U,-U2- ... -Uk, kzl, 
ui is adjacent to u,, uk is adjacent to uk and every edge from A to B is of the form 
ui-ui. We denote a cycle string by (A, B); for example the graph of Fig. 3(a) is a 
cycle string. As we see, a cycle string is a string of cycles denoted ci, . . . , c, in order 
from ut-u, toward &-ok. The edges between A and B will be denoted el, . . . , e,, , in 
increasing order from el = u,-ul toward e,, , = uk-uk. By the above definitions a 
single edge is also a cycle string having an empty string of cycles. A cycle string 
(A, B) of a graph G(V) is called a cut cycle string if it fulfills the following condi- 
tions: 
(i) The graph obtained by deleting the edges el, . . . . e,, 1 leaves G disconnected 
into exactly two connected components; et, . . . , e,, , will be called the cut edges of 
(A, B). 
(ii) In the graph G, A is the unique shortest path from u1 to uk and B is the unique 
shortest path from u1 to uk. 
For example in a tree every edge forms a cut cycle string. The conditions (i) and 
(ii) imply that for every i, 1 5 i I r, Ci is the unique shortest cycle through ei in the 
graph obtained by deleting the edges el, . . . , ei- ,. Also, they imply that no two non- 
consecutive vertices of A or B are adjacent in G. 
A property of cut edges, that will be needed later is presented in the following 
lemma. 




Lemma 1. In a graph G, every edge is a cut edge of at most one cut cycle string. 
Proof. For a simple path D and two of its vertices U, o we denote by ~(0, u, u) the 
subpath of D between u and O. Let us assume that there is an edge U-U which is a cut 
edge of two distinct cut cycle strings (A, B) and (A’, B’). Without loss of generality 
we assume that u E A n A’ and u E B n B’. 
Let us prove that A fl B’=0 and B flA’=O. Assume that A fl B’#0 and let w be 
the vertex of A fl B’ closest to u in A. The subpath p(A, u, w) must contain a cut edge 
of (A’, B’) otherwise G would not be disconnected by the cut edges of (A’, B’). Since 
w is the vertex of A fI B’ closest in A to u this cut edge is the edge w-w, incident to w 
in p(A, u, w). Also, w, EA’nA and p(A’, u, wl) =p(B’, u, w). Similarly, p(B’, u, w) 
must contain a cut edge wZ-W~ of (A, B), where w2eA fl B’, w3 E Bfl B’ and 
Jp(A, u, w2)I = lp(B, u, w,)l. By condition (ii) of the definition of cut cycle strings we 
must have p(A, u, wl) =p(A’, u, wl) and p(B, u, w3) = p(B’, II, w3). Hence p(B’, u, w) 3 
p(B’, u, w,) =p(B, u, w3), p(A, u, w2)3p(A, u, w,) =p(A’, u, wl) and this is a contra- 
diction to the fact that lp(A’, u, wl ) / = Ip(B’, u, w)l. Therefore A fl B’ = 0 and similarly 
BflA’=0. Thus, the sets of cut edges of (A, B) and (A’, B’) are contained one into 
the other. In fact they must be equal, otherwise one of the sets of cut edges will not 
disconnect G. This implies by condition (ii) of the definition of cut cycle strings, that 
A =A’ and B =B‘. 0 
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If (A, B) is a cut cycle string of a graph G, the reduction of G relative to (A, B) is 
the graph H obtained by replacing every cut edge ej = Ui-Di of (A, B) and its vertices 
Ui, Ui by a vertex Wj connected to all vertices adjacent to Ui or Ui in G; the vertex Wj is 
called a supernode. By this transformation, (A, B) becomes a subgraph X of H 
which will be called cul string; for example the graph of Fig. 3(b) is the cut string 
obtained from the cut cycle string of Fig. 3(a). Also, every cycle Ci of the string of 
cycles of (A, B) is reduced to Pi which is either an edge or a simple cycle of even 
length, Ei containing exactly two supernodes. Therefore a cut string is a subgraph 
composed by a string of edges and even simple cycles El, &, . . . , tr,, every ci con- 
taining exactly two supernodes and having in common with E, _ , exactly one vertex 
Wi which is a supernode. H is connected and by deleting the supernodes of the cut 
string it becomes disconnected. 
For bipartite graphs the following lemma will be useful. 
Lemma 2. The reduction of a bipartite graph relative to a cut cycle string is also a 
bipartite graph. 
Proof. Let G be a bipartite graph having a cut cycle string (A, B) and H be its reduc- 
tion relative to (A, B). By the definition of the cut cycle strings, every simple cycle of 
G must contain an even number of cut edges of (A, B). Since every simple cycle of G 
has even length its reduction is a cycle of even length. Every simple cycle of H 
appears in G or is a reduction of a simple cycle of G. Thus every simple cycle of H is 
of even length and His bipartite. 0 
3. Properties of curve map graphs 
Consider a curve map S and its dual graph G superposed on S. It is easy to see that 
G and S have the following two properties: 
Property 1. There is an even number of regions adjacent to any intersection point 
of curves. 
Property 2. Every simple cycle c of G crosses any curve of S an even number of 
times, thus it has an even number of edges. 
Moreover, consider an edge e = U-U of G. Let s be the curve crossed by e. If no 
curve intersects s, then there are no simple cycles containing e. Otherwise there are 
at most two curves s,, s2 which intersect s such that their intersection points pl, p2 
with s are adjacent to both ii and D. The vertices of G corresponding to the regions 
adjacent to pI and p2 form two simple cycles cl, c2 containing e. Any other cycle 
must go around cl or c2, hence cl or cz must be a shortest cycle through e. Thus, the 
following additional property holds. 
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Property 3. For every edge e of G either there is no simple cycle containing e or the 
shortest cycle containing e corresponds to the set of regions adjacent to an intersec- 
tion point. 
Let us establish further properties of G and S by stating and proving two lemmas. 
Lemma 3. For any curve s E S, the subgraph G(V,) is a cut cycle string. 
Proof. The curve s divides the plane into two regions. Let A be the set of vertices 
representing the regions adjacent to s on one side of s and B the set of vertices 
representing the regions adjacent to s on the other side. If we take the vertices in the 
order their corresponding regions are adjacent, we obtain that A is a simple path 
from u1 to uk, going along s; Similarly for B. It is easy to see that V, =A U B and 
(A, B) is a cut string. Every edge of the path A crosses a curve which in its turn 
crosses s in one point exactly. Any other path from ui to uk would have to cross an 
additional curve just to make a difference from the path A. Hence A is the unique 
shortest path from u1 to uk; similarly B. By deleting the edges connecting vertices of 
A to vertices of B, G becomes disconnected into two connected components. Thus 
(A, B) is a cut cycle string. 0 
Lemma 4. For any cut cycle string (A, B) of G there is a curve s E S such that 
AUB=<. 
Proof. Let (A, B) be a cut cycle string of G. As in Section 2, let A = uI-u2- . ..-uk. 
B = vI- .*.-ok, let the cycles of (A, B) be denoted c,, . . . , c, and the edges between A 
and B be el=ul-vl, e2,e3, . . . . e,+i=Uk-uk. Because of el, there is a curve s E S 
separating between the regions a, and 17~. If (A, B) has exactly one cut edge ul-vl, 
then V;= {a,, o,} (otherwise el would not disconnect G) and we finished. Otherwise, 
cl is the unique shortest cycle through el and by Property 3 the vertices of cl must 
correspond exactly to all the regions adjacent to an intersection point on s; this 
intersection point is in its turn adjacent to both a, and 17,. Since cl has even length, s 
separates also between the regions corresponding to the vertices of e2. In general, let 
us assume that we found a consecutive set of intersection points on s corresponding 
to the cycles ~1, ~2, . . . . Ci- 1, izr, such that s separates between the regions corres- 
ponding to the two vertices of ei (the cut edge of ci_ 1 opposite to e,- i). In the graph 
G, obtained from G by deleting the edges el, . . . , eipi there is an additional cycle, 
namely ci, hence there is an additional intersection point on s adjacent to the regions 
corresponding to the vertices of ei. Since in Gr, Ci is the shortest cycle through e;, it 
follows that it corresponds to the regions adjacent to this intersection point. There- 
fore the cycles cl, . . . , c, correspond to a consecutive sequence of intersection points 
on s. Since by deleting the edges el, . . . , e, the graph G becomes disconnected it 
follows that these intersection points are all the intersection points of s. Therefore 
AUB=V,. 0 
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Based on immediate evidence and on the previous lemmas we obtain the following 
theorems: 
Theorem 5. Any curve map graph G is planar, bipartite and has no K2 x 3 subgraphs. 
Proof. Consider a curve map graph G obtained as the dual of a curve map S. 
Clearly G is planar and by Property 2 it is bipartite. 
In order to prove the third assertion let us assume that G has a K2 x 3 subgraph with 
vertex set (ur, Us, ul, ~2, us} and edge set {ur-ur, ul-~2, z.~~-u~, u2-ul, u2-u2, uZ-U~}. 
Then z.41-u1-~2-u2-~1 form a simple cycle of length four, hence, being a shortest 
cycle, iii, n,, a2, n2 are the regions adjacent (in this order) to an intersection point of 
two curves s,, s2 of S. Thus, there is no way in which a region n3 could be adjacent to 
ti, and ii2. Therefore G has no K2 X 3 subgraphs. 0 
Theorem 6. A graph G is a curve map graph if and only if it has a reduction which is 
a curve map graph. 
Proof. Let G be a curve map graph. By Lemma 3, G has a cut cycle string (A, B) 
and by Lemma 4, there is a curve s in the representation S of G such that V, = A U B. 
Then it is easy to see that by deleting s from S we obtain a representation of the 
reduction of G relative to (A, B). 
Conversely, consider any graph G. If G has no reduction then clearly it is not a 
curve map graph. Let us assume that G has a reduction Gr defined by a cut cycle 
string (A, B) and Gi is a curve map graph. Consider the representation S, of G, (Gr 
superposed on Sr) and let X be the cut string which is the reduction of (A, B) (see 
Fig. 3(b)). X is a string El, E2, . . . . cr every pj being an edge or an even simple cycle 
containing two supernodes, E; having in common with ej_ 1 exactly one vertex Wj 
which is a supernode. We will construct a representation of G by drawing a curve s 
through the regions given by X. We start s from the region corresponding to the 
supernode wl of cl. Assume that we arrived with our curve inside the region w, cor- 
responding to the supernode contained in both pj- 1 and Ej. If Ej is an edge Wj-Wj+, , 
then we continue s from wj directly into wj+ 1. Otherwise let U, u be the vertices of Ej 
adjacent to Wj. The vertices corresponding to the regions having at least one point in 
common with the border of “j form in G1 a simple cycle c which contains U, u and 
Wj_ ,. Let c’ be the path, not containing Wj_, , from u to u in c. The cycle e obtained 
by adding to c’ the vertex Wj and the edges U-Wj, u-wj is the shortest cycle through 
U, u, Wj not containing any of the supernodes ~1, . . . , Wj_ ]. The cycle of G reduced to 
E, is the shortest one containing u, u and the edge reduced to wJ, and not containing 
any of the edges reduced to wl, . . . , w,- 1. Thus c is exactly r/. Therefore iVj+ l has at 
least a point in common with the border of “j and since Wj, Wj+ 1 are not adjacent, 
they have in common only an intersection point of curves p. The cycle formed by 
the vertices corresponding to the regions adjacent to p is the shortest one, con- 
taining both Wj, wj+ 1, thus it is exactly cj. NOW, we draw s from “/ into “j+l 
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through p. We continue until we finish X, and in Gi superposed on Sr we replace 
every supernode by the corresponding edge of G. In this way we obtain G from Gi. 
Since by deleting the cut edges G becomes disconnected, it follows that the first and 
last vertex of X correspond to unbounded regions of Sr. (It cannot be that the first 
and last vertices of X are the same, since in this case A and B had to be cycles, con- 
tradicting the definition of a cycle string.) Therefore Si U {s} is a representation of 
G. It remains to prove that s crosses any curve of Si in at most one point. Assume 
that s crosses a curves’ of S, in two points (Fig. 4) p1 and pz. Let ai, iij be the regions 
corresponding to vertices of A, adjacent to pI, p2 as shown in Fig. 4. Every curve of 
S which crosses s’ between pI and p2, cannot cross s’ secondly, hence it must cross s. 
Fig. 4 
But in this case going from tij to iij along s’ we obtain a shorter path than the path 
along s, which means that in G there is a shorter path from u, to uk than A, and this 
contradicts the definition of (A, B). Therefore s crosses any curve of Si in at most 
one point. 0 
Theorem 7. A graph G is a curve map graph if and only if it can be transformed 
into a one-vertex graph by a set of successive reductions. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 6 since a graph having only one 
vertex is a curve map graph its representation being the entire plane without 
curves. 0 
Since the line map graphs are a subfamily of the curve map graphs, the following 
theorem is a corollary of Theorems 5 and 6. 
Theorem 8. If G is a line map graph, then: 
(i) G is planar, bipartite and has no K2 X 3 subgraphs. 
(ii) G can be transformed by a set of successive reductions into a one-vertex 
graph. 
In addition we have: 
Theorem 9. A line map graph G which is not a simple path has no bridges. 
Proof. The existence of a bridge in G would imply that its representation contains a 
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line s which does not intersect any other line. But this means that all the lines in the 
representation are parallel, hence G must be a simple path, 0 
4. Algorithms for curve map graphs 
Consider a connected bipartite graph G having a cut cycle string (A, B) where A = 
u,-“‘-uk, B=v,- . ..-ukand theedges betweenA and Bareel=ul-ol, . . ..e..+,=~~-uk. 
From the definition of the cut cycle string we have: 
(a) By deleting the edges el, . . . . e,, t, G becomes disconnected in two connected 
components Gt and G2, where G, contains the vertices uI, . . . . uk and G2 the vertices 
Ulr *a*, ok* 
(b) For any i, 1 <i< k, uI-z42- .*a -u, and u;-u;+ t- **.--uk are the shortest paths 
from ui to u1 and from u; to uk respectively; also ul-u2-...-ui and u;-ui+ r-...-uk are 
the shortest paths from u; to u1 and from o, to ok. 
Let us perform on G a Breadth-First-Search (BFS) procedure starting with some 
cut edge e;=u-u, UEA, UEB. 
We put on level 0 the two vertices u, u and mark u by ‘+’ and IJ by ‘-‘; let j =O. 
While there are yet unmarked vertices we increase j by one and we put on level j 
every unmarked vertex w adjacent to a marked vertex z of level j - 1 by marking w 
either ‘+’ or ‘-’ as the marking of z. We continue until all the vertices are marked; 
assume the highest level is t. 
For a set Y of marked vertices we can construct a set BACKTRACK(Y) as 
follows: At the beginning BACKTRACK(Y) = Y and j = 1. While j > 0 we add to 
BACKTRACK(Y) the vertices on the level j - 1 which are adjacent to the vertices of 
BACKTRACK(Y) on the level j, and we decrease j by one. 
Since G is bipartite, no vertex on level j will be adjacent to two vertices, one 
marked ‘+’ and one ‘-‘, on level j - 1. Thus, if all the vertices in Y are marked ‘+’ 
all the vertices in BACKTRACK(Y) will be marked ‘+’ and BACKTRACK(Y) will 
contain all the vertices of the shortest paths from u to a vertex of Y. Similarly for u 
when all the vertices of Y are marked ‘-‘. 
By the remarks (a) and (b) above, every vertex of G1 has a shorter path from u 
than from u. Similarly, every vertex of G2 has a shorter path from u than from u. 
Hence, the vertices marked ‘+’ are exactly the vertices of Gt and the vertices marked 
‘_’ are the vertices of G2. An edge of G having one vertex marked ‘+’ and the other 
marked ‘-’ will be called special. 
Denote by A’ the vertices of the special edges marked ‘+’ and by B’ their vertices 
marked ‘-‘. It is easy to see that the special edges are exactly the cut edges of (A, B) 
and the two vertices of a cut edge are on the same level. Also, BACKTRACK = 
A, otherwise A would not be the unique shortest path from u1 to uk as required from 
a cut cycle string; similarly BACKTRACK = B. 
By Lemma 1, an edge of G cannot be a cut edge of two different cut cycle strings. 
Therefore, if an edge e of a bipartite graph is a cut edge of a cut cycle string, the 
above BFS procedure finds this cut cycle string. 
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The algorithm for checking whether or not a given graph G(V) is a curve map 
graph works as follows: 
First we check that G has at most 3 11/l edges (as required by a planar graph) and 
that G is connected and bipartite. Then we take an edge e = u - u of G we mark u by 
‘+‘, v by ‘-’ and we perform the BFS procedure. If a special edge has its two 
vertices on different levels, then G is not a curve map graph and we stop. Assume 
this does not happen. We denote by A’ the vertices of the special edges marked ‘+’ 
and by B’their vertices marked ‘-’ and we construct the sets A = BACKTRACK 
and B = BACKTRACK@‘). If G is a curve map graph, then e must be contained in 
a cut cycle string and this cut cycle string must be (A, B). If A, B are cycles or they 
are not simple paths, then (A, B) is not a cycle string, G is not a curve map graph 
and we stop. Assume A, B are simple paths which are not cycles; this can be checked 
in O(lVl) steps. Let ul, uk be the endpoints of A and o,, vk be the endpoints of B. 
Since G is bipartite no two adjacent vertices both marked ‘+’ or both marked ‘-’ 
can be on the same level. Therefore there are no two vertices of A or B on the same 
level. By the BFS procedure no two adjacent vertices can be on levels i, j, i >j and 
i -j > 1. Thus in the simple paths A and B there are no two non-consecutive vertices 
which are adjacent. Hence, A is the unique shortest path from u1 to uk and B is the 
unique shortest path from I_+ to uk. It is easy to see that the deletion of the special 
edges disconnects G in two connected components. Therefore (A, B) is a cut cycle 
string. We construct the reduction G’ of G relative to (A, B); (A, B) is reduced to a 
cut string X. By Lemma 2 the graph G’ is bipartite. By Theorem 6 G is a curve map 
graph if and only if G’ is a curve map graph. In fact we continue the reductions until 
we obtain a one vertex graph or we have a failure. When we have a representation SI 
of G’ we obtain a representation S of G by drawing a curve s through the regions 
given by X as described in the proof of Theorem 6. 
It is easy to see that the above algorithm requires at most O(l VI*) steps. The 
Lemma 3 and the Theorem 6 imply that the algorithm is correct. 
The question of a similar algorithm for the line map graphs seems more compli- 
cated. Given a graph G we can find out if it is a curve map graph and we can con- 
struct its representation S. Unfortunately, not every curve map graph is also a line 
map graph since not every curve map can be ‘stretched out’ to become a line map. 
Counter examples are known [2], the simplest is based on the fact that two triangles 
having curves as sides can be in desarguean position and not imply the desarguean 
property. 
5. Conclusions 
We define two new subfamilies of planar graphs: the curve map graphs and the 
line map graphs. We proved that a graph is a curve map graph if and only if it can be 
transformed by a sequence of reductions into a one-vertex graph. The question of 
characterizing these families by forbidden subgraphs remains open. 
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We also described a polynomial time algorithm for recognizing whether a given 
graph is a curve map graph or not, but were unable to find such an algorithm for the 
line map graphs. Similar results for families of two-way infinite Jordan curves, 
which can cross in more than one point, for families of lines or ‘pseudolines’ in the 
projective plane and for families of simple closed curves on the sphere, remain to be 
studied. 
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